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your support and help over the past few months Rich, 1
trust you will be back to help the NCDXC again in the
future!
With the recent approval by you and the board of
directors, it is my pleasure to announce that Jim
Knochenhauer, K61TL, has taken the office of Vice
President. Chuck Vaughn, AA6G, was appointed to
assume the director's seat left vacant by Knock.
WELCOME ABOARD MATES!
Many letters have arrived discussing the positives and negatives of repeater expansion. Those received by
the DXer publication deadline (see the
CALENDAR, above), are published in
this issue. Additional comments will be
published, as received, in future issues.
I have appointed Chuck, AA6G, to
head a subcommittee to review all proposals ... the findings of his committee
will be summarized in a future DXer. It
is the intent of the committee not to
Ted, KA6W
form opinions but to present facts such
that a logical and sound decision can be made
regarding repeater expansion. Technical feasibility,
costs and maintainability will be the key factors being
examined by Chuck and company. Let us all be
informed voters when the club poll is taken.
On 11 December the NCDXC will meet at Harry's
Hofbrau in Palo Alto. The program, courtesy of the
NCDXF, will be a slide presentation of the recent 3Y1
expedition to Peter One Island. Many of us saw the
original show at the recent Visalia convention; however, if you're like me you look forward to seeing the
show again. The pictures are of the highest quality
and document the extreme commitment made by the
entire staff in attendance on Peter One Island. Come
out and share some holiday cheer with your local
DXers!
The winter season is upon us and the HF bands are
~ecoming more active with openings through the dayltght hours. Yes, we all expect conditions to improve
for the next few years and hope for many new chances
to grow our OX scores. I know that each of us has had
our share of adversities through 1987 ... but for me, on

CALENDAR
Dec. 4-6.
Dec. S-6.
Dec. 11.

ARRL 160 Meter Contest.
TOPS 3.5 MHz Contest.
NCDXC meeting, Harry's Hofbrau, Palo
Alto.
Dec. 12-13. ARRL 10 Meter Contest.
Dec. 23 .
Last day for inputs to Jan. DXer.
April22-24, 1988. Visalia International OX Convention .
+

=+ =+

DECEMBER MEETING- FRIDAY, DEC. 11
CHRISTMAS ON PETER I ISLAND
The December meeting of the NCDXC will be held
on Friday, December 11, at Harry's Hofbrau, Embarcadero Road East, Palo Alto. A special presentation
has been arranged - Christmas on Peter 1! For those of
you who were not able to attend the convention in
Visalia this past spring, we will have a repeat of the
Peter I slide show, presented at that time by LA 1EE,
presented this time by a surprise speaker. The show is
being provided to us through the courtesy of the LA
OX Group and the Northern California OX Foundation.
If it's snow you want for Christmas, snow you'll getplenty to be seen on Peter I. Cocktails at 6:00 PM
dinner at 7:00, meeting at 8:00.
'
+

=+ =+

FROM THE PREZ
I am sorry to have to report the resignation of Rich
Stempien, WA9WYB, as your Vice President. Rich has
had an increase in business commitments/travel and
must yield to the obvious path. Thanks so much for all
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THE NORTHERN CALIFORNIA DX CLUB, INC.
P.O. BOX 608, Menlo Park, CA 94026

The DXer is the bulletin of the NCDXC and is published monthly
for the benefit of its members. Permission to use any portion of
this publication is hereby granted, provided credit is given to the
DXer.

The November meeting of the NCDXC was held at
Harry's Hofbrau, Palo Alto on Friday the thirteenth.
The President, Ted, KA6W, opened the meeting at
8:10PM by welcoming our guests. The program of the
evening was an in-depth discussion of the W6TI repeater hosted by Lou, K6TMB. He presented a detailed history which was followed by Bob Wilkins,
N6FRI, representing the Northern Amateur Relay
Council (NARC) for the 440 Mhz band. Bob informed
our members of the status of VHF and UHF conditions
existing in our area and offered suggestions regarding
repeater expansion proposals. Others, including Jay,
W6GO, Dave, W6QHS, and Lou, K6TMB, presented
several issues and technical solutions involved with
expansion of W6TI into geographic areas served by
our club. During the new business portion of the
meeting Steve, N6ST, moved that "A write-in poll of
the NCDXC membership be taken through the DXer
within 90 to 120 days requesting a YES or NO vote
regarding repeater coverage expansion." The motion
was seconded by Jay, W6GO. Jim, W6CF, moved to
table the motion; his motion was seconded by John,
K6LLK. Subsequent voting on the motions defeated
the "Table" motion and passed the "Poll" motion.
A second reading was held for Mark Aaker, NT6G,
and a reinstatement reading for Armond Noble,
N6WR. We welcome Mark into the club and welcome
back Armond. As the treasurer's report was printed in
the November DXer and no questions were asked of
Frank, W6ZKM, his printed report was accepted. Due
to pressing business commitments, our Vice President
Rich, WA9WYB, resigned his office. Knock, K61TL, was
ratified as our new Vice President and Chuck, AA6G
was appointed to fill the board seat made available
through Knock's new assignment. There will not be a
formal Christmas Party in December but Harry's has
been reserved for the evening of December 11 for an
informal get together. Entertainment will be determined by Ted, K.A6W and Lou, K6TMB, in the near
future. The meeting was eventually adjourned at
10:12 pm. A good time was had by all!
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balance, it has been a great year. I hope that the
holiday season finds each one of you healthy and with
the ones you love. Whatever your beliefs ...
HAPPY HOLIDAYS de the Board of Directors!
73 esGUD OX,
Ted, K.A6W
+ = + = +

Respectfully submitted,
Roger A. Gearhart, W6PKB
Secretary

SEASON'S GREETINGS AND BEST WISHES
FOR 1987
FROM THE DXER STAFF

+ = + = +

MINUTES OF THE NOVEMBER 1987 MEETING
OF THE NCDXC BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Hal, N6AN- Dave, N6AUS- Jim, W6CF
George, WA60- Ron, W6VG- Jim, KK6X
and
Catperson
+

The president, Ted, K.A6W, called the meeting to
order at 7:24PM on November 17, 1987, at the home
of W6VG. Present were club officers W6ZKM, W6VG,
KGITL, KA6W, K6TMB, AA6G, and W6PKB. Also pres-

= + = +
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Current balance

ent were guests W6MKM and W6RGG. Knock, K61TL,
was welcomed as the new VP and Chuck, AA6G, was
initiated as a director. Roger, W6PKB, reported on the
status of the distribution of the newly printed roster
(incomplete but ongoing). Frank, W6ZKM, reported
that the Carousel projector was purchased under budget and that the club is still solvent. Lou, K6TMB,
reported that the repeater committee fund stands at
$1458.84. Chuck, AA6G, was appointed to head a subcommittee to investigate all repeater expansion proposals and to publish the findings in the DXer. Once
again the raffle was a success, netting $1 OS for the
club. Special thanks to Steve, W6MKM, for his hard
work in handling the raffles. The expenses relating to
the printing and mailing of the DXer were discussed.
We have had several larger than usual issues of late
(all of exceptional quality) and they may well continue
to be large. Both Ron, W6VG, and Jim, W6CF, are to
be commended for their considerable efforts and in
keeping the DXer nearly on budget. The board felt
that a modest increase in the DXer budget would be
quite acceptable.

$5633.05

Bank of America Savings

$13599.14

Reserve Fund/Savings Account
Dues Life Members 86-87
$ 624.00
Dues Life Members 87-88
624.00
QSL Cards
2500.00
Subtotal
$3748.00
At depletion of reserve fundSavings balance
$9795.48
Certificate of Deposit American S&L
1 yr 7.411% annual yield
$5800.00
Frank H. Holst, W6ZKM
Treasurer
+ = + = +

AMBERGRIS ISLAND, BELIZE
Dick, K6BWX, will be active as V31 EA from Nov. 24
through Dec. 1 including the CQWW CW contest. All
bands from 10 to 80 will be activated, with 160 also a
possibility. QSL to K6BWX.
+

=+ =+

SPECIAL PREFIXES IN CANADA
To mark the 15th Winter Olympics to be hosted by
the City of Calgary in 1988, the DOC has made
available special call sign prefixes to Canadian Amateurs. The call sign prefixes have been assigned as
follows:
The board encourages all interested club members
to participate in the ARRL OX contests in February,
continuing the tradition of competition between the
Southern California guys and our club. The SCDXC has
put us on notice that they expect to end our dominance. Smaller contributions in the 1K to 30K range
may be just what we need to stay.on top. Therefore,
everyone who operates in the contest is strongly
encouraged to submit logs and the board has
approved participation awards.
The meeting adjourned at 11 PM.

Newfoundland
Labrador
Maritimes
Quebec
Ontario
Manitoba

Saskatchewan
Alberta
British Columbia
N.W.T.
Yukon

vxs
VX6
VX7
VX8
CH1

These prefixes may be used from Jan. 1 to Feb. 29,
1988.
The Canadian Amateur
+=+=+

Respectfully submitted,
Roger A. Gearhart, W6PKB
Secretary

NEWS FROM ALBANIA
.
From Reuters via the Los Angeles Times, Oct. 18,
1987 ... "Vienna - Albania, which has been forging
diplomatic ties with a number of nations in recent
weeks, has established relations with Uruguay, the
official Albanian news agency ATA said in a report
monitored here. Albania agreed to establish relations
with West Germany and Canada last month."
Who will be the first to operate /ZA next year?

+=+=+

TREASURER'S REPORT· NOV. 1-30,1987
Checking account activity
Sept. check balance
Deposits from dues
Other receipts
Subtotal
Accounts payable

CJ1
CJ2
VX1
VX2
VX3
VX4

$6883.26
72.00
291.00
$7246.26
(1613.21)

W6EL via the SCDXC Bulletin
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LYNX TEAM WINDS UP WESTERN SAHARA
OPERATION

mitments awaiting the team members, no round-theclock operation was possible.
The Lynx group was overwhelmed by the great
hospitality and friendship extended by the hosts and
the local population, with most of the village people
turning up for a Sahara Fiesta organized in honor of
the visitors. The hosts proudly presented their
achievements, e.g. agricultural projects and irrigation
systems, undaunted by a fierce sand storm which suddenly erupted on Saturday. OH2BH reported that
everyone was in good shape and fine spirits. Swimming in a desert well was a unique experience but,
having survived on water for one week, Martti was
dying for a glass of cold Coca Cola.
In an amateur sense, another major achievement
was the establishment of Club de Radioaficionados
Saharauis, SORASD, now operating under the auspices
of Naama Zeine-Eddine. Aged 33, he is the local
director of telecommunications. With his flair for OXstyle ham operating, Naama surprised everyone with
his natural talent for using the radio under those circumstances. Fluent in Arabic, French and Spanish,
Naama knows enough English to handle QSOs. He will
get on the air on his own in two weeks, signing S01A
or using the club callsign SORASD.
Kenwood has donated several complete sets of
equipment to the Saharans. Coupled with Naama's
enthusiasm, this will make sure that the R.A.S.D. continues to be available to needy DXers throughout the
world.

. F.ollowing seven busy days of operating and
tram1ng, the Lynx DX Group expedition to Western
Sahara came to an end, with the gear left in the country for use by local Saharan operators, one of whom Naama - was already heard practicing on the bands
_ under the expert guidance of EA2JG, OH2BH and
EA2ANC. The station closed down at 1500 UTC Sunday, October 25.
:his expedition netted a total of 11,864 QSOs, includmg 1,264 long-path JAs - racking up in difficult
desert conditions and using a TS 430S with a TH3 beam
and dipoles. Europeans accounted for 4 764 contacts
with the U.S. boasting 4,554 QSOs. Ou~ of the QSO
total, 7,099 were on Phone and 4,765 on CW. The
principal targets were achieved in the sense that
SORASD was put on the air for the first time and everybody was given a fair chance to make at least one
contact with a new country. Running barefoot made
it something of an uphill battle to control the earsplitting SSB pileups whereas things seemed more
orderly on CW.

~

Lynx DX Group Press Release, via OH2BH
+ = + = +

JANUARY ISSUE OF 73 TO FOCUS ON OX
. Word has been received that the January 1987
1ssue of 73 Magazine will focus on OX. Several (more
than two) NCDXC members will be featured in the
special issue. Dunno what the exact publication schedule is for 73, but past history suggests that copies
should show up on newsstands in late December.
Jim, W6CF
+=+=+

SPECIAL RUSSIAN OPERATIONS
According to Radio (the monthly magazine for
USSR amateur radio enthusiasts) the callsign 4K1 LPK
has been issued to UBSLPK for use from Antarctica
until 1 March 1988. 4KOE is the callsign of the drifting
ice-flow stations" North Pole-29." The same magazine
mentioned that from 10 June until "the end of the
summer" UA3DHZ/1, UA3DJE/1, and UV3ACX/1 would
be active on all bands from Vaygach Is , Novaya
Zemlya, and Franz Joseph Land respectively.

The SORASD group entering the RASD territory at their reception
building. From left: EA2JG, EA2ANC, Naama, S01A, and OH2BH.

Initial concentration on 20 and 15 meters was followed by spells of intensive activity on other bands
i ncl ud i ng 160 meters where 56 contacts (ten of the~
with the Stateside gang) were logged toward the end
of the operation. Due to a limited supply of electricity
1n the area, forcing the operators to run on a jeep battery at n1ght while a generator was reserved for
daytime use, and the various training and social com-

G3FKM in Radio Communication, Oct. 1987
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MARION ISLAND

Marion in August 1988. Full details will be announced
later.

ZS6BBY, SARL dx and awards manager, has sent a
letter to John Allaway, G3FKM, which makes a number
of points in connection with rumours of possible
future activity from Marion Is. The first is that VE3FXT
had received no permission to operate from Marion Is.
in January 1988 at the time the letter was written, nor
had a licence been applied for. The supply ship SA
Agulas will leave for the Antarctic base in November
1987 and return to Capetown in February 1988, and
will not go to Marion Is. until April 1988.

+

.

Thanks to QRZ DX, The DX Bulletin, and Long Skip
for the following.
Angola -The last operation from here was in 1979,
with OK3TAB/D2A putting on a tremendous effort to
satisfy the need, but that was a LONG time ago and
Angola is quickly climbing on the wanted list. YU2NA
is in Angola and has been promised a license. He is
there until March 1988. Cross your fingers!
Canary Islands - The Northern Finland Contest Club
witl operate OH8PF/EA8 Nov. 22-Dec. 6, including the
CQ WW. They'll be on all bands, with 558 outside the
Test. QSL to NFCG, Box 50, SF-90251 Oulu, Finland .
Cameroon- TJ1CH reported on 14226 at 2022 UTC,
TJ1BPon 14160at2150.
Central African Republic - TL80N on 14155 at 2122.
QSL via N2AU.
Desecheo Island- NJ7D and KP4HL will be active from
Desecheo Island from Nov. 26 through Dec. 3.
Egypt - SU 1AL was reported on 28533 kHz at 1300
UTC.
Gabon- TR8SA reported on 21295 at 2006 UTC.
Jan Mayen - JX8XY will return to Jan Mayen in December with a new rig and antenna. He will stay through
the winter.
Lesotho - KSVT, recently active from Madagascar as
5R8VT is now signing 7P8BZ from Lesotho. His next
stop may be the Congo (TN8) .
Maldives- HB9DCO will sign 8Q7/HB9DCO Nov. 23 to
Dec. 13 on 160, 80, 20 and 15 meters, CW and SSB.
Marshall Islands. KX6DS being reported in the DX
bulletins on 7002 at 0900 UTC, 1.830 at 1000 to 1100,
and 7002 at 1050.
Sabah- Dave, WA2HZR, will be active from Sabah, East
Malaysia, as 9M6ZR from Nov. 25 through Dec. 8,
including activity during the CQWW CW Contest. QSL
viaWA2HZR.
Sao Tome - 592LB has been reported on 21292 at 2107
UTC, 14175 at 2235. Check 20M SSB around 2300 as
well.
Sierra Leone. 9L1GG has been worked on 3504 and
7004kHz.
South Orkney Islands. Dalmacio, operator of LU 1ZA,
will be active from the South Orkney Islands for the
next two months. QSL via LU2CN.
Western Sahara- Naama, S0 1A, has been reported on
28315 kHz and also with EA2JG on 3791 kHz . QSL via
EA2JG.
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ZS6BBY says that it is interesting to note that in
March 1987 VE3FXT had a meeting with officials ofthe
Department of Environmental Affairs (which controls
the island and issues the callsign ZS8MI) and verbally
requested permission to operate an amateur radio station from the island. The reply was that permission
could not be granted at such short notice as the full
complement of 96 crew and scientists had been met
and the SA Agulas left Capetown on 8 April 1987. No
written application had been submitted by Dr. Coll ins
or any other radio amateurs to operate an amateur
station from Marion Is. This perm ission must be
sought 18 months to two years before the planned expedition on account of the number of scientists from
around the world wishing to make a visit. ZS6BBY says
that although VE3FXT knew that permission had been
refused for these reasons he didn' t seen to try to
correct any misunderstanding regarding his intended
trip, and continued to tell his worldwide contacts that
he was 98 per cent sure of going. He left Johannesburg on 26 March 1987. Finally- the rumours that
two Israeli amateurs are on the island assisting with
the building of an airstrip is incorrect - there are no
radio amateurs on the island at present. The planned
airstrip construction has been abandoned because it
has been decided that such a construction cou ld
severely harm the environment, both now and in the
future.
However, there is good news because a group of
South African amateurs from Johannesburg, under
ZS6BBY's organisation, is planning an expedition to
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OLD CALLBOOKS, ANYONE?

munications and new countries, to "hard test" new
equipment, and to give other amateurs worldwide the
chance to work otherwise impossible countries, as well
as gaining experience in setting up emergency equipment in remote locations. So far the most outstanding
expedition has been the visit to the S. Shetland I.
which took place in February and March of this year.
Three members operated CXOXY for 15 days in precarious conditions and made 8,000 contacts. At
present, attempts are being made to organise visits to
S. Sandwich and S. Georgia in February and March
1988. Transport has been promised and some financial backing but a U.S. sponsor is being sought. This
news has come from Cathy Cheker, CX9CB. The group
has requesed help from the RSGB in getting necessary
permission for the venture.

Now that your 1988 Callbooks are due in your
shack, what do you do with your earlier editions?
Bruce Butler, W60SP, has a list of overseas amateurs
who would greatly appreciate a Callbook of any recent vintage. These hams have no way to purchase
their own copy. Contact Bruce at 3783 Young Ave.,
Napa, CA 94558 (or over W6TI) for names and addresses of deserving amateurs and details on a very
inexpensive mailing procedure.
The DX Bulletin

+=+=+

SOUTH BAY HOME WANTED

G3FKM in Radio Communication, Oct. 1987

A good friend of Bruce, W60SP, is looking to move
to California from New Hampshire. The friend, a ham,
would like to find a home in Mountain View or
vicinity. Any NCDXC members with a home for sale or
with a lead, please contact Bruce at his roster QTH or
via the phone.

+=+=+

K6DC QRV WITH NEW TOWER!
At last, after two years, I have something favorable to report about my antenna situation.
On March 20th I was forced to hire an attorney to
defend myself, since the neighbors were preparing to
sue to have a TV mast removed that supported some
wire slopers.
I had told them I planned to erect a 45' "tower"
(no permit needed) next to the house where the TV
mast was located, and this is when the legal stuff
began.
After months of negotiations
and many $$$$ to the lawyers we
finally came to an agreement. If I
would abandon the 4.7 yard hunk
of concrete I have next to the
house, and move the proposed
tower location about 150' away
and about 30' lower, out of their
sky and ocean view, they would
pay for a new concrete base, for
digging, trenching, and ducting,
buy 3 low-loss co-ax cables and 3
, Merle, K6DC
control cables, repair any damage
to the landscaping caused by the trenching, and pay a
professional installer ($3200) to deliver and erect the
tower, and pay the difference between a 52'
retractable and a 72' one (taller because of 30' down
the hill), and pay for any City fees or costs, caused by
the move. And they would support my application to
City and Architectural Board of Review. All in all they
put up over $5000 in escrow to cover the above.
My part of the bargain was to keep the tower
retracted to 23' 8" mast when not in use, which is no
big deal after losing two towers in the San Carlos
wind. It's nice to push a button and have the tower go

+= += +

GOLDEN ANNIVERSARY x 2
A number of NCDXC members have doubled the
requirement for the ARRL DXCC Golden Anniversary
award. At the top of the heap seems to be AE6H with
a total of 267 countries worked since the first of the
year! Following is a list of totals reported thus far.
267
213

AE6H
K6DT
+= += +

ARRL SEEKS DXCC HELPER
The DXCC Desk is looking for an Assistant Manager. This full-time HQ staff position processes DXCC
applications. A General class or higher license is required. Of course, interest in DXing and OX call signs
is helpful. Beginning salary range is from $12,22013,442. For further information, contact Don Search,
W3AZD, at HQ.
ARRL Letter

+= += +

URUGUAY OX GROUP
This group was formed about four years ago with
the sole purpose of organising expeditions to different parts of the world. All its members are experienced amateurs who want to promote radio com-
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don't like! Since this is a new award we all start at
zero countries on all bands.
Let's look at a possible individual scenario. AA6G
has a 20 foot pushup mast on his roof with a KT-34A
on it and 40 and 80 M "V"s. The beam does pretty well
but the "V"s are pretty marginal and there is no place
to put WARC band antennas. So AA6G forgets about
anything except 20, 15 and 10M and works whatever
he can on those bands throughout cycle 22. In five
years he has respectable totals on those bands with
260 on 20 M, 250 on 15 M and 200 on 10 M. The cycle
is now waning, pickings are slim on the higher bands
and a lot of DX is being announced on 40 M. He thinks
that the new 18 MHz band might be fun to try. Maybe
it's time to think about a tower, 2 elements on 40 M
and something for 18 MHz. He thinks that he'll save
80 M for his retirement when he can move to a less
crowded area with a bit more room and put a delta
loop on that band and maybe ...
Well, I think you get the idea that this is a long
term ongoing award for all club members no matter
what your antenna situation or operating interests
may be. Your award represents your operating
achievements and is not more or less worthy than
someone else's who may have greater or fewer countries than yourself. So why aren't there more DX
announcements being made? Have you been checking countries off on the list you received in the DXer?
Let's get started! Working on this award is never
having to say "Who needs it?"!

up or down for you. But with no guy wires I am a little
concerned about forgetting to lower it and we get a
sudden windstorm, or being way up and we get a
power failure. Now I gotta buy an emergency generator!
It took two months of rojo tape to clear the ABR
and the various other City pitfalls, but on October 5th I
came away with a permit in my little fat hand for a 72'
tower plus an 8' mast for stacking. Things had been
moving slowly, but I was confident enough to order
the tower on Aug. 26th, and it wasn't delivered until
Oct. 29th, erected between rain storms with a KT34A
on top. Now I have a KLM 2 el 40 meter under it in the
same plane, and the swr is great on all bands. Fifteen
is even better with the forty under it. Everything
works great and things are kind of back to normal
living.
It is nice to call a station and have them come back
instead of calling CQ again!
Merle, K6DC

+= += +

MORE ON THE 9BDXCC CLUB AWARD
It has come to my attention that there is considerable confusion about the new club award - the
9BDXCC. I've been hearing comments like, "I'm not a
big gun station. I can't win this award," and "I can't
work 100 countries on 9 bands. Why should I participate?" and "I hate 80 M, wouldn't even consider 160
M and don't have any antennas for the WARC bands
so I guess that leaves me out!" This disturbs me
greatly as those are exactly the reasons you should
particpate! So with that, let's go over the reasons for
starting this award.
The DX club has never had an award that recognized the individual operating achievements of its
members. The purpose of the 9BDXCC is to do this. It
is for every member. It is not a contest. No QSLs are
required. Any mode is acceptable, although not all
modes are available on every band, such as no SSB on
30 M. Submit a copy of your checkoff sheet at the end
of the first year (time and place to be announced) and
additional band countries worked each year thereafter. Everyone can get one of those handsome
plaques for your own shack simply by working 100
countries on any one band that you choose. You can
do it as quickly or as slowly as you wish. If you can do
it in 48 hours, fine! If it takes you 2 years, that's fine
too! The plaques are only awarded once per year so
there will be no number 1, number 2, etc. Once you
have your plaque you can continue to add to it at your
own rate. Additional tags are still issued only once per
year. This award has nine bands so that no one can say
their interests are not covered. On the other hand,
you never have to work a single country on a band you

Chuck,AA6G

+=+=+

THE ROMANCE OF RADIO
--a little box sitting on a shinily varnished table in
my kitchen can pick up signals direct from China with
an antenna only slightly longer than my arm. This
boggles my mind, and I want "in" on whatever it is
that makes radio go. A barely enlightened savage, I
love the mystery radio portends. I am fascinated that
it could be so: that machines might exist to hurl such
signals into the air, that wires and steel lattice, glowing tubes and silicon, might be employed to radiate
those signals, and that I, with suitable and relatively
simple equipment, might hurl my own radio signal
into space, or pluck some tiny quantum of radiated
energy from the air and turn it into speech, music,
print or pictures my spirit can understand. I can't be
talked out of this fascination with the promise of
sparklier machines. There's no substitute for the magic
of radio because there is nothing else that is radio.
Dave Newkirk, AK7M, in Enjoying Radio
+
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REMEMBERING THE FIRST "HAM"

letter "S" was heard. Those sharp little "dit-dit-dits"
in Marconi's earphones signalled the start of a vast
new era of worldwide communications by the "first
Ham."
Significant dates1865 James Clark Maxwell proves mathematically the esistence of electromagnetic
waves.
1887 Heinrich Hertz detects and produces radio
waves.
1901
December ... first transatlantic radio signals.
1916 Marconi begins work on short wave experiments.

Guglielmo Marconi 1874-1937
by Allen Stewart, KE60T
As a young lad, Marconi spent many hours with
"my electricity." One thing he learned early was
Sam~el Morse's code! Later, at Bologna University, he
stud1ed the theory of Hertzian waves. At this time he
was thinking that if the radiation could be increased,
developed and controlled, it would be possible to signal for a considerable distance. By 1894 he was able to
operat~ a doorbell in one part of his house by waves
transmitted from another part. As his experiments
progressed he learned that wire aerials and earth
grounds extended his range. He also discovered that
increasing t~e ~eight of his aerials improved the range
of commun1C~t1ons. All of this work was done at very
low frequenc1es. As 1895 drew to a close, Marconi was
sending wireless messages in Morse code over distances of some two miles. One day he sent his helpers
to set up his rece iver on the far side of a hill some distance away. They also carrried a hunting rifle to fire if
they could receive his signals. As Marconi said, "I started to send, manipulating the key ... then in the distance a shot echoed down the valley." The first QSL!
In 1896 Marconi went to England and demonstrated his invention to General Post Office, Army and
Navy experts. He also obtained British Patent No.
12039 for his Hertzian electromagnetic waves invention. He later established the first permanent wireless
station on the Isle of Wight with the other terminal at
Bournemouth some 14t miles away. This was 1897
and for the next few years Marconi steadily increased
the range and messages were reliably sent at 12 WPM.
He also participated in many ship to shore contacts.
Meanwhile, in 1899 the English Channel was
bridged by Marconi radios, from a station near Dover
to a station near Boulogne, a distance of 32 miles.
Some DX!
_Finally, at the beginning of the 20th century, Marcom started preparations for "the big thing" transatlantic communication! The trouble was that in 1901
most scientists believed that wireless waves travelled
in a straight line so the curvature of the earth would
cause them to project straight out into space and be
lost. Marconi had an instinctive feeling that this
wouldn't happen. (No one knew about the ionosphere.) He built the European end ofthe Atlantic link
at Poldhu, in South Cornwall. He constructed the
western end at Cape Cod but this station was destroyed by a severe gale in October 1901. Another
station was constructed, this time at St. Johns, Newfoundland . As his assistants struggled with canvas
kites to hoist 600 ft. aerials in gale winds over the
Newfoundland cliffs, Marconi waited. At last, shortly
after midday (local time) 12 Dec. 1901, the Morse

------~
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AN ODD LETTER FROM RICH
[Editor's note: Some of the NCDXC old timers will
remember Rich Wilde, K60HJ, world-class contester,
and president of the NCDXC back in the mid-1960s.
These words from Rich, which identified him as a past
president of the NCDXC, appeared recently in the
pages of Latitude 38, a magazine for sailing enthusiasts. Latitude 38 has taken a strong editorial position
against the current amateur radio licensing processes.
Rich is presently the proprietor of Cal-Marine Electronics Corporation, San Francisco, in the business of selling, servicing, and installing marine electronics
equipment. He is a regular advertiser in Latitude 38.]
About ham radio tests.
Let me say up front that I agree with the editor of
Latitude. But first, let me put things into perspective.
Thirty-five years ago, when I be·
came a ham, life was technical but not
complicated. By that I mean we were
either on CW utilizing the code required in the test or on AM phone.
Equipment was simple. Practically
everyone bought their receiver and
built their transmitter. Yes, built it!
Parts were available and affordable.
The circuitry was low-tech enough to
allow construction-from-a-book technique. When we finally got on the air
there was obviously plenty to talk about- all technical
and all lots offun!
So much for the old days.
Enter SSB, a clearly superior mode of communication. Complicated to build your own? You bet!
Ex~ensive? Absolutely! The availability of parts is a
maJor problem, and with the uncertainty of a working
result we all said, "Forget it."
Thus we all bought our own gear. We became the
appliance operators who we once complained about!
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And what happened to ham radio? Since we became - for the most part - operators instead of experimenterslbuilders, our use of the air changed. With
small, reliable transceivers some of us came out of the
home and car and went to sea. Wow, what a super
use for personal long-distance communications!
Sure, some of us can still build and experiment.
But let's face it, on the HF SSB bands we are appliance
operators. But what's wrong with that? Was not one
of the original intents of Amateur Radio to provide
reliable communications and high-quality operators in
time of emergency? Does this have anything to do
with the technical side of the hobby? I think not.
My point is that times have changed. Perhaps the
testing requirements are no longer valid for the majority. The original novice license went a long way in
the early SO's to bridge the gap between possible en-

thusiast and full-fledged ham. We are overdue for
some changes. Write to the F.C.C. You may be surprised what the future will being when you make your
voice heard.
Thanks for allowing the opinion of one who has
been down both sides of the street.
Rich Wilde
Crew & radio operator in the TransPac,
Tahiti and La Paz races, etc.
First Phase Commercial License
Class A (now Advanced) Amateur K60HJ
Past President No. Calif. OX Club
DXCC 320, DXCC Phone 300, 1960, etc., etc, ad
nauseum
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KF6A
NS6A
K6AAW
W7ACC
AASAO
W6AED
W6AEO
W06AFC
SMOAGO
WA6AHF
W4AI
KG6AM
N6AN
K6ANP
VE2AOS
K6ASI
W6ATO
WA6AUD
WA6AUE
N6AUS
HB9AW
K6AYA
K06AZ
NA6B
WM6B
OH2BH
KA6BIM
WSBIP
W6BJH
JA1BK
KE6BN
W4BPD
K6BON
K6BR
WA6BSS
W6BSY
W6BUY
K6BW
KB68W
K6BWX
KX6C
K6CBL
N6CCL
SMOCCM
W6CEt
W6CF
W6CFK
W6CGI
OOCLY
N6CM
K6CN
weest
W6CTL
WB6CUA
W1CW
K6CXT
W6CYO
W6CYX
AG60
WW60
W608
K60C
W6DD

Ptlll
Duane
Lany
Bob
Bruno
Bud
David,

Bill
Eric
Rubin
John
Dewey
Hal
Len
Bob
Bill
Dick
Cass
Jim
Dave
Gerard
Pat
Dave
Bob
Ed
Mart!I
Dave
Blp
Ted
Kan
Ed
Gus
Bill
John
Bill
Mac
Jack

Lou
Martin
Dick

Harry
Jack
Larry

Lars
John
Jim
Dick
Rudy
Jeny
Bob
Guy

Norm
Bill
Randy
Bob
John
Clyde
Bob

N
Doug
Lee

Marte
Phil

WB60FX
KB6DJ
N60JM
W6DNY
WB6DOO
W6DOT
W60PO
WB6DOP
K60R
VS60R
K6DT
W6DU
W6DUB
KA6DXY
N06E
NR7E
N6EA
N6EK
WA6EKR
K06EM
KF6EN
K1ER
WSERS
WSETR
KA6EUD
WB6EXW
NA6F
WW6F
W6FAH
K6FO
WSFGD
WA6FKK
KB6FM
K6FO
W6FOJ
W6FWX
AASG
KB6G
· WA7G
K06GC
KG6GF
WB6GFJ
N6GG
N6GK
W6GMO
W6GO
KSGOE
WMGTU
KB6GV
AE6H
NK6H
WA6HAT
K6HHO
K6HIH
WB9HIP
K6HNZ
KB6HP
N6HR
KA6HSM
KB6HT
W6HXW
K8HXY
W6[AE

Joe
Jim
Morrts
Mac
Pete
Gene
Chuck
George
Tony
Ptlll
Ed
Ertc
Marto
Jim
Bob

Rod
Bob
Bob

wan

Tom
Ed
John
Uncle Vem
Kenny
Tom

Gary
Don
Ly1e
Bob
Ray

Marv
Bob
Sharon
Norm

Roy
Kim
Chuck
Tom

Dan
Sieve

Lany

Ross
Rich

Greg
Ted

Jey
WoocJy

Joe
VInce
Paul

BJn
Outs
Jan
Ctlll
Joe
Ken
LouAnn
Hntar

Bart>
Ray
Jim
Chuck

flan<lv

W11CU
K411
KH61J
W61KO
K61LM
WA61ME
W61SO
W61TH
K61TL
N61TY
WA61UM
KN6J
KT6J
W6JO
WA6JDB
N6JM
W6JNF
W6JRY
N6JI/
WB6JXU
W6JZU
KN6K
WY6K
WSKG
WSKH
WB6KJE
K6KLY
W6KNH
WSKOE
WB6K0t
W6KOK
K6KON
W6KXG
NB6L
W6LD
WMLFN
N6LFX
WMLIJ
K6LLK
WASLLY
K6LM
W6LPM
K6LOA
W6LOC
K6LRN
KB6LT
KE6LT
N6LTN
W6LVY
WX8M
KBMA
W7MAP
K6MBI/
KB6MD
W8MEP
W6MKM
VP2Ml
W6MSF
W6MTJ
W6MUR
W6MZ
W6MZQ

WB6MZO
KW6N
W6NA
N6NBB
WB6NBR
W6NEO
N7NG
W6NKR
W6NLG
K6NM
W6NPY
KC60
KR60
WA60
W60AT
N60C
K60CY
WASOEC
WA60EY
WB60FM
W60G
N60J
K60JO
WB60KX
W60L
N60M
WSOMR
N600
WB600L
W60SP
KE60T
WB60TB
WB60TC
KB60Z
K60ZL
K60ZV
NW6P
WG6P
K6P8T
WSPHF
W6PKB
KePKO

Nomi
Bill
Nose
Ptlll
Elliot
Lee
Jack

Reg
Knock
Dennis
Ed
Bob
Joel
Doug
Jay
John
Chuck
Jeny
Norm
Rogger
Smitty
KeHh
Mike
Uoyd
Dick
Mike
Russ
Clyde
Dave
Vlrg
Andy
VInce
Jim
Don
Jack
Bemle

Jim
Jerry
John

Sieve

Jim

Andy

MPM

Bill
Ptlll
Dick
Nolan
Gene

Aolllnd
Dennis

fllcll

W6PNV
K6PU
W6PVE
AG60

AKSQ
. KB60
KR60

weeaoc

Sian
Chuck
Mike
Dennis
Gerald
Sieve

W6QOE
W6QEU
W6QHS
WADQtt
W60L
WB60MD
KF600
N60P
N60R
K6QW
WN6R
WR6A

Cllod
Cart
Bob
Bill
Jack

wan
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Sieve
Ed
Fred
Ray
Ron
Bep
Wayne
Marlon
Gordon
John
Dave
Paul
Sieve
George
Rusty
Csb
Chuck
Denny
Jim
Martin
Clint
Chuck
Sieve

An
Howard
John

IIV
Claude
Pete
Bruce

AI
Dick
Emle
Dick
Ron
John
Tom
DenniS
Chuck
Dave
Roger

=
Bob
Ken

Gerry

Ralph
Mickey

N
Tom
Jack
VInce
Pete

Olive
Rod
Iris
Linda

Kart
Tudor
Adam
Norm
Val

N

N6RA
N6RC
W6REC
WB6RFI
W6RGG
W6RJ
K6RK
N6RO
K6RO
N6RO
W6RO
N6RR
W6RRF
K6RUW
. W6RVS
DJ6RX
AF6S
K06S
KW6S
NC6S
NF6S

Tom
Dick
Duane
Warren
Bob
Bob
Chuck
Ken
Frank
Bob

K7SA

Warren
Jim
Baldur
Bill
Dick
Bill
Bob
Steve
Pat
Scotty
Paul
Kip

WA6SGO
DJ6SI
K6SIK
WA6SLO
K6SOL
K6SSJ
N6ST
WSSUJ
W7SW
W6SYL
W6SZN
AAST
AI<6T
K06T
Kt6T
NG6T
W6TC
W6TER
W6TEX
WA6TKT
W6TMA
K6TMB
WMTOO
KHOY
W6TPH
K6TS
W6TSQ
W6TT

NIITV
W6TWO
W6TZA
AE6U
K6UD
WB6UOS
KSUFT
K6UJG
WB6UOM
W6UR
K4UI/T
KSUWO
. NGV.

AI
Ron
Bill
Tak
Dick
Klaus
Dave

Sam
Len
Ken

Larry

lloyd
Pat
Jim
Gary
Bob
George
Geny

But
Gary
Ken
Lou
Hllny
Ron
Bill
Tom
Sam
EMn
Bob
Aotph
Howard
Scotty
Sian
Rich
Gordon
Ron
Emle
Joe
Bob
Mason

Carl

AJ61/
KJ61/

WT6V
WA611EF
W611G
W61100
K061/S
N61/T
OH51/T
N6W
KA6W
WX6W
W6WAK
W6WB
K6WD
WB6WKM
KE6WL
K6WR
KH6WT
WASWYB
KK6X
NG6X
N06X
NT6X
W7XA
KG6XF
N6XG
N6XH
N6XI
K6XJ
K6XM
K6XN
W6XP
WSXR
K6XT
K6XV
K06XY
W6XY
KR7Y
W6YFW
W6YHM
K6YK
W1YL
W6YVK

K5YY

Ed
Frank
Jeny

Gary
Ron
Win
Chuck
Ralph
Helmo
Lew
Ted
Fred
Ken
Bud
Pres
Dick
Brian
Brad
Cheny
Richard
Jim
Ron
Bob
Jim

AI
John
Wall
Dave
Rick
Peny
Greg
Ted
Stan
Natan

An
Bob

Lany
Ron
Hugh
Glenn
Don
John
Ellen
Ev
San
Paul

AASZ
KR6Z
Jon
KZ6Z
Sieve
NZ6Z
Sieve
WZ6Z
Howard
KE6ZE
Dave
WB6ZHO
Mike
K6ZJI/
Moe
W6ZKM
Frank
K6ZM
Bill
KBZTT
Dick
WB6ZUC
Jo
K6UZR
Chuck
K6ZX
Doug
N6ZX
Jim
NCOXC Roster 11/87
courtesy N6ST (408) 741·1203
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CHINESE RADIO SPORTS ASSOCIATION
VISITS U.S.

of seeing stations or participating in ham activities.
This limited somewhat their exposure to amateur
radio here, but did give them an opportunity to see
how the two systems are different and yet how some
of our activities might be adapted to BY operations.
One of their highlights was the visit to the U.S.
Weather Service facil ity in Redwood City where they
were shown how amateur radio through Skywarn
assists the U.S.W.S. in determining hazardous weather
conditions. They also visited the U.S. Senate station,
W3USS, and several club stations in Connecticut, New
York, Virginia and Illinois.
Here in the Bay Area, they met with the officers
and members of the Boards of Directors of the
Northern California DX Club and the Northern
California DX Foundation. Their prime interest was in
mutual assistance and application of club management practices. Hosts for their visit included W6RJ and
his XYL, and K6KQN and his XYL, each of whom invited them to their homes for dinner. They were suitably impressed with both stations, particularly after
having been introduced to stateside amateur radio at
the "messy ham shack prize winner" of K61TL At least
they got to see how the little pistols lived before
seeing the Big Guns! With the exception of Tong, the
radio equipment and antennas did not seem to be of
much interest to the group.

by Jim" Knock" Knochenhauer, K61TL
Three representatives of the Chinese Radio Sports
Association, the national Amateur Radio Society of the
People's Republic of China, spent two weeks in the
U.S. at the invitation of the American Radio Relay
League. This visit culminated several years of negotiations between the ARRL and the CRSA and was
intended to create an atmosphere of mutual understanding of the manner in which Amateur Radio is
administered in each country and to share ideas for
future operations in both countries.
The three representatives, Wang Xun, Deputy
Secretary General, Liu Wen-Bin, International Secretary and Tong Xiao-Yong, Director of BY1 PK, visited
San Francisco, ARRL Headquarters in Newington, CT,
New York City, Washington, D.C., Chicago, and finally
back to San Francisco. Only Tong is certified as an
amateur radio operator and has had on the air experience. Mr. Wang is roughly equivalent to the Chairman of the FCC and is primarily concerned with the
management, administration and regulatory aspects
of Amateur 'Radio in the PRC. Mr. Liu serves as the
International Secretary of several Chinese Sports Associations and served mainly as the translator for the
group.
As most, if not all, DXers know, Amateur Radio
operations were not permitted in the PRC for many
years and have only recently been allowed to resume.
The CRSA, as the governing body, has encouraged the
active development of Amateur Radio Stations in the
many universities in China and now has 24 active
stations. Individuals are not assigned a call sign but are
issued a Certificate of Operation at the successful
conclusion of a series of classes in electronics, operating, International Morse Code at a 10 WPM minimum, and the English language. This Certificate permits the operator to utilize the facilities of a club
station at one of the universities. At this time, it is not
possible for the ind ividual operator to establish a
station at his/her residence, although this may occur in
the future.
Amateur Radio in China is considered a "sport" ,
just as canoeing, tennis, chess, table tennis and other
activities are. For this reason, the stations can be
expected to engage in on-the-air competition with
each other in various ways. They also can be expected
to be a more active participant in international contests such as t he ARRL and CQ WW DX contests.
Prior to coming to the U.S., the CRSA asked to have
their delegates meet with the ARRL officers and headquarters staff, as well as with the officers of various
clubs, associations and organizations. For this reason,
and since only one of the members of the delegation
was a ham, most of the visits were not for the purpose

Lou, K6TMB, Tong, BY1 PK, Roger, W6PKB.

It is unfortunate that there was not an opportunity for more DXers to meet Tong as he is a
charming and interesting person and, being active
himself, would have much in common with his experiences with pileups ...BIG ones. This was not possible
under the constraints which were placed on their time
and their own agenda. Nevertheless, they were properly educated about the NCDXC and its status as the
Number 1 DX club in the world. They prom ised to
spread the word to all BY stations to "look for the East
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A MODEST PROPOSAL

Coast, NCDXC members only" and ignore all the other
east coast and southeastern stations who would have
the temerity to call them. They have a current roster
of the NCDXC and will be checking their QSL cards to
see if they are eligible for the California Award as well
as the 40th Anniversary Award.
As promised, the word has been spread to the
other BY stations and a flurry of activity, "West Coast,
NCDXC" has been heard since their return. Each of the
operators has apparently been asked to carry on a
"real" QSO rather than just giving a signal report, 73
and Goodbye, as they now are very talkative. In the
space of just two nights, 11 of the BY stations were
worked on 20 M SSB and several more were heard on
20 CW. We can expect to hear them more often now
that they have copies of the grey line predictions and
propagation forecasts. In the past, they have apparently tuned at random and did not have a particular
schedule when they would look for the West Coast.
Just prior to departing San Francisco for Beijing,
the CRSA delegation presented a golden lion, symbolizing friendship, to the NCDXC. K61TL received the
lion and will present it to the President at the next
meeting.
Mr. Wang and Mr. Tong both invited members of
the NCOXC to visit the BY stations and assured me that
every courtesy would be extended to make your stay
pleasant and comfortable. If you have any plans to
visit the PRC, drop a line to the CRSA at the address
below:

by Dave Leeson, W6QHS
I was encouraged by the good will evidenced at
our most recent meeting during the give-and-take
discussion about expanding our repeater coverage. It
seems to me that the key issues are the following:
• Do we want to expand the repeater coverage?
• Is it technically feasible?
• How much should the club pay?
• Are relay locations available?
• Who is going to do the work?
I believe the enjoyment of our well-engineered
repeater is one of the key privileges of membership.
For better or for worse, the repeater shapes the personality of the club, and is often the principal contact
among members. Since the major interest of the club
members is communicating over long distance, it
makes sense to expand our repeater coverage to reach
remote members in our territory of interest.
The initial experiments with simplex links have
demonstrated the feasibility and usefulness of remote
linking. Unfortunately, the current links are limited by
growing interference from packet users and by the
fact that a link user's signal is not retransmitted by the
link in a way that can be heard by other potential link
users. Travelers who have used the links to call into
the bay area have enjoyed the benefits of extended
coverage, as have members in the linked areas.
Following last meeting's well-attended discussion,
I feel that the club should proceed with a two-step
process. First, we should-determine that we are interested in principle in expanding repeater coverage
within acceptable financial and technical limits.
Second, assuming membership initial approval, the
Board should assemble a working group. composed
primarily of members who agree to provide the engineering, construction and maintenance; this group
should, in a reasonable time, propose to the membership for ratification one or more technical solutions
along with their anticipated costs.
We should not take for granted the amount of
effort that has gone into building and maintaining
our repeater. I am always amazed at how much of my
own time has been required during the design, construction and operation of the Northern California OX
Foundation Beacon Net, and I can tell you that we are
most fortunate to have the ongoing efforts of a few
members who operate the repeater and the links. The
question of who will do the work is, to me, the key
factor in choosing among alternative concepts.

Mr. Wang Xun, Deputy Secretary General
Chinese Radio Sports Association
Principal Radio Sports School of State Sports
Commission
9 Tiantanneidongli
Beijing, China
(Phone: 755613 5112082)
or:
Mr. Tong Xiao-Yong
Director, BY1PK
Amateur Radio Station of the Chinese Radio
Sports Association
P.O. Box 6106
Beijing, China
(Phone: 755488)
As important as China is by itself, as the world's
most populous country, its importance to Amateur
Radio is even greater because of its potential influence
as a model for other developing countries. Countries
that find the American model of Amateur Radio to be
irrelevant or unacceptable to their needs may find the
Chinese model to be considerably more acceptable .
Let us hope that some of those countries which now
prohibit, or severely restrict, Amateur Radio operations will look toward the Chinese program and
adopt it or a similar structure. Some of us may well
live long enough to hear and work ZA yet!
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In order to move ahead, it has been helpful to
place some coverage expansion concepts on the table.
It is not technically feasible to expand the repeater
coverage by such direct means as power increase or
antenna improvements; we are limited by the geometry and geography of Northern California. In order
to make meaningful expansion of coverage, we will
need to consider linking or relay using the 420 MHz or
1270 MHz frequencies that have been set aside for
that use.
Two possible ways to do this are to add a UHF
duplex transmitter and receiver to the repeater site to
provide signal for remote links with the desired coverage, or to move the actual repeater to UHF and
physically locate it at a site which has the desired
coverage. In the second case, the current Black Mountain site would become a duplex remote identical to
those at the other, remote, locations. In either case, it
is necessary to build local duplex translators at the
remote sites to bring the UHF signal back to 2 meters
for use by the members.
While both of these approaches are well-founded
technically, I thought it helpful to propose a third
approach which may be a better-balanced concept in
terms of maintainability and cost. Basically, this
approach consists of leaving the existing repeater as it
is, and providing the linking through a duplex VHF to
UHF repeating stand-alone translator located at the
desired linking location. The remote UHF to VHF local
duplex translators would be the same under any of the
suggested approaches.

Two advantages of this approach are reduced cost
and continuing independence of current repeater
operation and maintenance. A potential disadvantage is the requirement for careful engineering of the
translator's VHF antenna, receiver, and transmitter
power so that the translator does not interfere with
the remote-site units. As an example, however, it is
possible to provide excellent coverage to and from a
linking site on Mt. Diablo with a high gain yagi, extremely low transmitter power and substantial receiver front-end attentuation.
I feel that, under this alternative, the club will continue maintenance of the existing repeater and will
fund the link translator equipment. The club would
support licensing and sanction of the link, and could
share some costs with the remote members, who
would be responsible for siting, construction, operation and maintenance of the remote local translators
and of the link translator.
My purpose in suggesting this alternative is to
show that the coverage expansion concept need not
involve costly modifications to the existing repeater,
nor need it add to the burden on the folks who keep it
running in such fine style. I feel that the membership
can approve the principle of extending repeater
coverage beyond the current range comforted by the
later opportunity to review and ratify cost and technical proposals by a working group composed in large
part of the folks who will actually do the work. Let's
make up our minds and get on with it!

PROPOSAL: REMOTE SERVICE
VIA HIGH LEVEL TRANSLATOR

VHF/UHF
Full Duplex
Translator

W6QHS -11187

Santa Rosa

VHF/UHF
Full Duplex
Translator
Main
Repeater

2M

Translator
Mt. Diablo

420MHz
or
1.2 GHz

VHF/UHF
Full Duplex
Translator
Sacramento

W6TI/R

BlackMtn.
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LETTERS LETTERS LETTERS
REPEATER EXPANSION

NCDXC rat ifies the sanctioning of NCDXC responsibility for link operation. "
So, the Sacramento link is still on for member use.
Thanks, Lou.
Jay O'Brien, W6GO
LETTERS LETTERS LETTERS LETTERS

Thanks, everyone, for the support you have expressed for my HUBBING proposal for repeater
expansion. Really, it wasn't my proposal originally; as
I explained at the November meeting, it was originally
proposed by a special committee in 1983. HUBBING is
one concept which will allow expansion of our repeater system. I happen to think it is the best technical
solution. However, the other technical proposals will
also work. Each has advantages and disadvantages
that should be considered before final decisions are
made.
You are going to have an opportunity, thanks to
N6ST's motion at the November meeting, to vote yes
or no on repeater expansion. I urge you to vote YES,
thus giving our club the direction it needs to serve all
of Northern California.
Once we decide that we really do want to expand
our repeater coverage, then a decision needs to be
made to determine which technical scheme is best.
The most important consideration, however, in my
opinion, is finding someone who is willing to take the
project in hand and make it work. Once that someone
is identified, then his technical solution, whatever it is,
should be used if at all possible. The person who steps
up to this challenge is the most important ingredient
and he (she?) will be more motivated to implement his
(her?) solution than someone else's.
In the meantime, VOTE YES for repeater expansion!

[Editor's note: The following letters concerning
repeater expansion are printed in order of their postmarks. None have been edited, except for correction
oftypos.]
By the time this article appears in the DXer the
subject matter may be history! To quote our illustrious
repeater committee chairman with regard to new
links or linkirtg, "more articles and discussions on this
subject are needed before the membership can make
an intelligent decision on what course of action should
betaken."
The Hub proposal published in the November
DXer has merit but is only one possible solution. Other
proposals should be given equal consideration. I
would recommend no action be taken on this subject
until other proposals have been fully reviewed by the
technical committee and the membership of the
Northern California DX Club. We must consider carefully the benefits derived by such a system and how it
serves each of us. Repeater expansion is a costly expense, and if this concept is going to be developed, we
should better understand its total consequences.
John Cronin, K6LLK

Jay O'Brien, W6GO

LETIERS LETIERS LETTERS LETTERS

LETTERS LETTERS LETTERS LETTERS

SACRAMENTO LINK CONTINUES

At the November meeting, I was not amused by
Jay's comment on how his previous proposal to the
repeater committee was never publicly acknowledged . Any member who takes the time and effort to
put together a proposal on a club matter deserves a
response. Another alarming situation was the unwillingness of our club secretary to scribe during the important business portion of the meeting.
As for repeater expansion, I personally feel that
the vast majority of the membership can presently, or
with a little additional effort, reach the W6TI repeater.
With sites, frequencies and maintenance personnel at
a premium, giving up our present situation is unthinkable. I believe the club should encourage those

This is a follow-up to the letter published in the
November DXer, explaining that the link would be
shut down when the W6TI license copy provided for
the link expires. The license expiration date is November 12, 1987.
I received a letter from Lou , K6TMB, the W6TI
repeater committee chairman, on November 12. That
letter stated that t he application for renewal of the
W6TI license was submitted and that he (Lou) "feel(s)
that there is no reason for not continuing the links in
their present mode of operation until such time the
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reports to members (and non-members) concerning
propagation estimates, OX station announcements
and other items of interest to club members. However, this asset or all of its capability is not available to
some club members who reside in an area not covered
by the repeater system. We also have some club
members that live within the sphere of the present
W6TI repeater system, but because of their particular
location (behind a hill) find reception or transmission
difficult to impossible.
Now to the purpose of this memo of concern. If I
understand the NCOXC charter or purpose, it is to promote the art of OXing and gather into the club those
amateur radio operators who have this interest.
I believe the NCOXC is no different from any other
radio club when addressing the concerns for new
membership. Each club needs a supply of new members to continue functioning.
The use of the W6TI repeater broadcasts of club
and OX information is an outstanding method of
contacting potential club members. If we do not continue to seek new club members we may find our club
the feature article in a radio magazine titled "W6TI All
Old Members NCOXC" similar to a recent article
informing us of a Chinese station BY4AOM -- All Old
Men (a club station with less than six members).
Because of the above concerns I will vote for W6TI
repeater system expansion and rely on the club's repeater committee to select a system that best fits the
needs of NCOXC services.

who wish to put up a link by establishing interface
guid.el.ines in regard to PL, control, etc., and by
prov1dtng a UHF connection to the W6TI machine. If a
member or group of members wish to put up a link,
and meet the guidelines, then those efforts should be
encouraged, but support limited to that of a technical
nature.
Lloyd Cabral, AA6T
LETTERS LETTERS LETTERS LETTERS

Regarding expansion of the repeater facilities ...
I live in an area not permitting good access to the
present repeater, near the hills west of Pleasanton.
Presently being retired and having more free time to
enjoy OXing, I find that not reporting ox stations
when conditions don't permit reliable communications, HURTS!
I also feel club member responsibilities are being
shirked, especially during Contests, when Net Control
help is needed.
A reliable HI LEVEL, (HUB or LINK), would surely
reach more NCOXC members and many other hams
(potential CbUB members), with expanded coverage. '
. B:lieving th:re will be many more NCOXCers in my
s1tuat1on, espec1ally when the LINKS are terminated 1
hope we can see our way clear to expand repeat~r
coverage.
Jim Sheley, KA60XY

Thomas Jones, K6TS

LETTERS LETTERS LETTERS LETTERS

LETTERS LETTERS LETTERS LETTERS

As a new club member (approximately 2 months) 1
was reluctant to voice my opinion concerning W6TI repeater system expansion, however I could not remain
silent because of my concern that many club members
are overlooking the usefulness of a very valuable club
asset.
For those NCOXC members who were unable to
attend the club meeting of 13 November 1987 a few
pieces of information appear to be in order. The club
secretary and others will no doubt report these events
in future issues of the DXer.
Please recall the November DXer article "Let's Hub
Our Repeater" by Jay O'Brien, W6GO. Additionally,
several other repeater expansion proposals were presented to club members who attended the meeting.
From these two sources of information it was deter~ined that W6TI repeater system expansion is feasIble. Any of the three or four proposed systems will
work, but some systems may provide different capabilities.
The W6TI repeater system is currently used to
rap1dly transmit and receive OX station information
(frequency and mode of operation) on a real-time
basis. Additionally, the repeater is used for weekly

LET'S NOT EXPAND OUR REPEATER

The club meeting of Nov. 13th was concerned with
technical implementation of repeater expansion
which followed approximately four pages (of a total
of 14) being devoted to this subject in the November
~ssue of th~ DXer. Before the ~lub is stampeded into
1mplementmg what I view as a very unwise expansion,
surely we should devote more discussion to the pros
and cons of such an expansion.
It seems to me the club members have very short
memories. How long ago was it that we had to switch
off our receivers because of intentional jamming and
harassment. We still suffer today from such activities.
Can we really believe that by expanding the repeater
we will not again bring such activities to a new peak?
Let me call to mind the constant "kerr--chunki ng" of
~he repeater we experienced a year or so ago. This
Interference was traced to the I ink frequency then
being used by the Santa Rosa group. After several
months of enduring this, only when the link frequency
was changed did the problem go away.
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ROSTER UPDATES

The repeater in its present configuration is being
accessed by club members as far as the Red Bluff area
to the North West and the Visalia area to the South.
The problem seems to center around "convenient
access" to the repeater. Is it really the function of the
club to provide hand held access to the repeater? It
has been shown that members in the outlying areas
can improve their access by providing links on their
own. Should the club as a whole be responsible for
providing "convenient access" to a minority of
members which may total as few as 7 per cent and is
surely no higher than 25 per cent of membership?
This is supposed to be a OX club and not a repeater
club. Our main focus should never be a complex hub
of expensive to install and maintain repeater links.
The question was asked "is this the Northern
California OX Club or the Silicon Valley OX Club?"
Well I think this is the Northern California OX Club and
1sure don't want it to become the California Repeater
Club.

Please make the following changes to your
November 1987 NCDXC membership rosters.
New MembersKW6C-Michael T. Ritz, 458 Burgoyne St., Mountain
View, CA 94043. (41 5) 965-8518 {H), {408) 7206525{W).
NT6G- Mark Aaker, 1765 Shamrock Ave., Santa Clara,
CA 95051. (408) 244-4178 {H), {408) 721-5365
{W).
ReinstatementN6WR -Armond Noble, 2509 Donner Way, Sacramento, CA 95818. {916) 456-6725 {H), {916)
457-3655 (W).
CorrectionsW6ATO
WA6AUE
WB6FDQ
WA61ME
WB901P
K6SQL

Morris Brown, N6DJM
+

=+ =+

L~TTERSLETTERSLETTERS

N6ST
/"""'""-.

[Editor's note: The following letter appeared in
the October 1987 issue of Radio Communication. It is
reprinted here because of the reference to NCDXC
member Jerry Bliss, GOCLY/K6SMH. Good show, Jerry!]

K1TOY

delete from roster. (Silent Key)
new address: Box 8820, Truckee, CA 95737.
new call: WA7G.
is Extra Class.
correct call to WB9HIP.
correct street number to 179 Escalante
Way.
phone numbers should be: (408) 741-1203
{H) {415) 857-8167 (W).
delete from roster.

Readers may remember that on 28 March at the
NEC, examinations were held for USA FCC licences.
Many will know that the USA system operates on the
principle of "incentive licensing," which means that
the further you travel along the path of successful
examination, the greater the amount of radio spectrum that will become available to y.ou when operating within the USA.
Speaking as one who, sadly, does not possess a
natural ability for things technical, but who has now
trodden the path that leads to the USA Extra Class
licence, I would like to thank the volunteer examiners
who helped, cajoled and encouraged me to continue
to my final objective. My special thanks to Larry
Ledlow, GOCQW; Jerry Bliss, GOCLY; Jeff McDonald,
GOCJJ; Tom Tobiassen, GOFGD; Martin Atherton,
G3ZAY; and Greg Lambert, GO/KK1J.
If any readers need or want to obtain a USA
licence, remember that the examinations are available
in this country. I'm sure that the RSGB can put you in
touch with the appropriate people, but please feel
free to write to me for information.
David Mears, G40NI/N2HFE
+

=+ =+

Colomb1an Ca ll Areas
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KENWOOD

TS-9405

MA-40
40' TUBULAR TOWER

.u45SALE! $549
MA-sso•
55' TUBULAR TOWER

TOP-OF-THE LINE
HF TRANSCEIVER

ER MOBILES

~SALE! $899

(25w)

• Handles 10 sq. ft. at 50 mph

IC-28H (45w)

LOW PRICE!

• Pleases nerghbors with
tubular streamlined look

\~ft}JMJXt\7~rf.-0~

Compact HF Mobile Transceiver

.TX-4SS

CALL FOR PRICE

· - 55' FREESTANDING
CRANK- UP
• Handles 18 sq. ft. at 50 mph
• No guying reqwred
• Extra-strength Construction
Can add raising and motor
Shown"""""OPIIOnl!
drive accessories

~~~

GREAT PRICE, CALL

Cf i!ICOM\IC-761

--=--- •

MARS ro1or one

IN STOCK FOR QUICK DELIVERY

Alpha Delta
Model DELTA-4

oTHER MODELs AT GREAT PRicEs

HF SUPERIOR GRADE
TRANSCEIVER

Lightning Surge Protected
4-Position RF Coax Switch
• Exclusive center

(ground)~-iiJI .,
Uses ceramic ~c;;
··
~ ~~,:
·:,
.~
Arc-Plug®
lSi.
c y.;
protector.
\:-•____o._...!i.'

YOUR BEST BUY!

"off'
posltlon.•
•

• Oetarled rHumtnated map shows lime. trme
zone . sun pos1t1on and day a~ the week at a
g lance for any place rn th e world
• Contmuously movrng - areas of day and mght
cha nge as you watch
• Mounts eastly on a waiL Size: 34'h"x22'/1 "

$1295 DELIVERED IN U.S.

..- .

• Micro-strip circuit~y=
no wafer sw1tch.
Model DELTA-4
(UHF Connectors)
$69.95
Model DELTA-4/N
(f~Hype Connectors) $89.95

~~.~E/ CALL FOR '!_RICE

KENWOOD

. •

TH-215A
Full-featured
2m Hand- held
Transceiver
with 10 memories
FREE SHIPMENT

HF AMPLIFIER

MOST ITEMS UPS SURFACE

CALL FOR PRICE

GREAT PRICE!

BURLINGAME. CA 94010

999 Howaro Ave
14151 342·5757
George. Mgr W86DSV

Sob F&rTero W6RJ
Presraent

Jim Rafferty N6RJ
VP So. C alif DLV.
Ananerm Mgr.

OAKLAND. CA 94606

2210 LIVIO!l_SIOn Sl
14151 S34·5 t 57
AI. Mgr. WA6SYK
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